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NEW QUESTION: 1

Your customer wants to use HP Data Protector and servers that
run Microsoft Windows Server 2012.
What provides the communication interface between an
application on the host and HP Data Protector?
A. Volume Shadow Copy Writer
B. Shadow Copy
C. Volume Shadow Copy Service
D. Volume Shadow Copy Provider
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
http://technet.microsoft.com/pt-pt/library/ee923636%28v=ws.10%2
9.aspx
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx%2F4AA3-0867ENW.pdf
http://inmage.dcig.com/2008/01/microsoft-vss-inmage-pt1.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
An HP Provision switch loses its OpenFlow connection to the HP
VAN SDN Controller. How is traffic processed by default if no
controller teaming is configured?
A. Packets and messages destined to the controller are dropped.
Flows continue to expire according to their time-outs. This is
because the default setting on HP Provision switches is
fail-standalone.
B. Packets and messages destined to the controller are dropped.
Flows continue to expire according to their time-outs. This is
because the default setting on HP Provision switches is
fail-secure.
C. Packets and messages of new flows behave as a legacy switch
or router would. Existing flows of this OpenFlow instance are
removed. This is because the default setting on HP Provision
switches is fail-secure.
D. Packets and messages of new flows behave as a legacy switch
or router would. Existing flows of this OpenFlow instance are
removed. This is because the default setting on HP Provision
switches is fail-standalone.
Answer: B
Explanation:
OpenFlow instance connection interruption mode You can set the
type of behavior when the switch loses connection with the
controller. OpenFlow instance connection interruption mode
fail-secure If the switch loses connection with all of the
controllers, packets and messages destined to the current
controller are dropped. Flows continue to expire according to
their time-outs. Default: fail-secure
Reference: HP OpenFlow Switches
http://h20628.www2.hp.com/km-ext/kmcsdirect/emr_na-c03512348-4.
pdf (page 21)
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A. Azure Stream Analytics
B. Azure Notification Hubs
C. Azure Event Grid
D. Apache Kafka streams
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Event Hubs Capture is the easiest way to automatically deliver
streamed data in Event Hubs to an Azure Blob storage or Azure
Data Lake store. You can subsequently process and deliver the
data to any other storage destinations of your choice, such as
SQL Data Warehouse or Cosmos DB.
You to capture data from your event hub into a SQL data
warehouse by using an Azure function triggered by an event
grid.
Example:
First, you create an event hub with the Capture feature enabled
and set an Azure blob storage as the destination. Data
generated by WindTurbineGenerator is streamed into the event
hub and is automatically captured into Azure Storage as Avro
files.
Next, you create an Azure Event Grid subscription with the
Event Hubs namespace as its source and the Azure Function
endpoint as its destination.
Whenever a new Avro file is delivered to the Azure Storage blob
by the Event Hubs Capture feature, Event Grid notifies the
Azure Function with the blob URI. The Function then migrates
data from the blob to a SQL data warehouse.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-hubs/store-capture
d-data-data-warehouse
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Explanation
Reference
http://prince2.wiki/Progress#Event-Driven_and_Time-Driven_Contr
ols
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